10:57:30 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   As we get started, please share in the chat – What made you decide to pursue a career in cybersecurity?
10:58:02 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   Welcome, everyone to today’s EDUCAUSE Webinar - “Navigating a Cybersecurity Career.”
10:58:05 From Helen Patton to Everyone:
   Hello Everyone!
10:58:11 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   Feel free to introduce yourself or chat with attendees. Be sure to select “Panelists and Attendees” or “Everyone” from the dropdown so we can see your comments.
10:58:22 From Trevor L Chandler to Everyone:
   Challenges! Excitement!
10:58:42 From Brian Kelly (EDUCAUSE) to Everyone:
   My recruiter decided for me ;-) 
10:58:46 From John Virden, Miami University to Everyone:
   Hello from snowy Miami University in Ohio!
10:58:49 From Emily.Harris to Everyone:
   Emily Harris, Director of Cybersecurity at Marist College: because I didn't want to be a CIO. ;)
10:59:07 From Susan Weier to Everyone:
   Sue Weier, from UW-Madison! We had a need to monitor server and data security, and I volunteered (about 10 years ago). It's fascinating!
10:59:16 From Ross Sabin to Everyone:
   Out of necessity a bit. For me the school I work for needed an ISO for compliance and being in IT I was closest to that position doing infosec work already.
10:59:16 From Veronica Diaz, EDUCAUSE to Everyone:
   Welcome everyone!
10:59:24 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   As we get started, please share in the chat – What made you decide to pursue a career in cybersecurity?
10:59:37 From Robinson, Linda to Everyone:
   Hi from snowy Texas!
10:59:41 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   Tweet your thoughts and reflections using: #EDUCAUSEwebinar and tag today’s presenter, Helen Patton, @CISOHelen on Twitter.
11:00:01 From Veronica Diaz, EDUCAUSE to Everyone:
   I’m in snowy Texas too!
11:00:15 From Brian Kelly (EDUCAUSE) to Everyone:
   Ice and rain in CT
11:00:47 From Irene Taylor to Everyone:
hi from Worcester, MA

11:00:47 From Trevor L Chandler to Everyone:
No snow in Houston. Only seen snow here maybe 8 times in 68 years!!

11:00:52 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Tweet your thoughts and reflections using: #EDUCAUSEwebinar and tag today’s presenter, Helen Patton, @CISOHelen on Twitter.

11:01:10 From Susan Weier to Everyone:
It's cold (7 degrees) and sunny in Wisconsin. The snow missed us completely.

11:01:11 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Feel free to introduce yourself or chat with attendees. Be sure to select “Panelists and Attendees” or “Everyone” from the dropdown so we can see your comments.

11:01:24 From Lindsey Konerza to Everyone:
Hi everyone - Artic in MN :)

11:01:30 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
If you have any technical difficulties, please send a private chat to “Panelists.”

11:01:35 From Christopher Sanderson to Everyone:
I decided to pursue this field because its ever growing. It’s a combination of all my interest in technology.

11:01:37 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Recordings and resources from this session will be available on the on the EDUCAUSE event archive page:
https://events.educause.edu/webinar/2022/navigating-a-cybersecurity-career

11:02:00 From Ashley Valentijn to Everyone:
Pursued this career because there’s always something new to learn!

11:02:04 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
To open captioning in a separate, adjustable browser, please click on the arrow next to the “cc” button at the bottom of your window and select “View Full Transcript.”

11:02:44 From Vincent M. Cefaratti to Everyone:
A fellow Buckeye! 👏

11:02:58 From Emily.Harris to Everyone:
Ooh more naps. I can get behind that.

11:03:57 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Please put your questions here in the chat at any time!

11:05:29 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Helen’s book: https://www.cisohelen.com/books

11:09:06 From Dan Lichter to Hosts and panelists:
Can you repeat the "single sheet of paper" book reference/author please/

11:10:23 From Ryan MacTaggart to Everyone:
Dan, I think it might be this one but not 100%:

11:11:36 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Recordings and resources from this session will be available on the on the EDUCAUSE event archive page:
https://events.educause.edu/webinar/2022/navigating-a-cybersecurity-career
11:14:53 From Brian Kelly (EDUCAUSE) to Everyone:  
   https://icdt.osu.edu/cybercanon
11:16:06 From Brian Kelly (EDUCAUSE) to Everyone:  
   I was part of the Canon back in 2016… what a great resource for our profession.
11:23:14 From Ed Moses to Everyone:  
   Certain certifications are required if you are going to work for DoD, depending on what  
   level you get hired (A+ vs Sec+ vs CISSP)
11:25:56 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:  
   New Managers Institute for Cybersecurity Professionals, Sept-Nov, Online:  
   https://events.educause.edu/educause-institute/new-it-managers-program/2022/cybersecurity-professionals
11:26:10 From Ed Moses to Everyone:  
   You manage things, you lead people. We went overboard on management and forgot  
   about leadership. - RDML Grace Hopper
11:34:43 From Farah Alqattan to Everyone:  
   this is a great presentation!
11:35:00 From Mr Ramon Delacruz to Hosts and panelists:  
   I agree! Great presentation!
11:35:02 From Irene Taylor to Everyone:  
   I am learning a lot. Thank you Helen
11:35:09 From Ryan MacTaggart to Everyone:  
   "They won't care how much you know, until they know how much you care"
11:36:32 From Matthew Linzer to Everyone:  
   Helen is spot on.
11:40:03 From Sean Patterson - UCSF to Everyone:
   Couldn't agree more! This is a great presentation no matter where you are in your  
   career!
11:41:07 From Farah Alqattan to Everyone:  
   what were your value initial career values and did they change through your professional  
   development?
11:41:13 From Farah Alqattan to Everyone:
   *values
11:42:14 From Veronica Diaz, EDUCAUSE to Everyone:  
   You’re a woman in cybersecurity, a field that has very few women in it, what advice  
   would you give other women pursuing careers in this area?
11:43:45 From Vincent M. Cefaratti to Everyone:  
   Hello Helen, I currently work at OSU as IT Security Risk Manager at EHE. It's good to  
   hear your stories about OSU! What is your best tip to get "Buy in" from stakeholders who may  
   not be of a security mindset?
11:44:32 From Farah Alqattan to Everyone:  
   thank you :)
11:45:08 From Sherry Pesino-Masakowski to Everyone:  
   How to transition from public Higher Ed security to the private corporate world?
11:45:26 From Irene Taylor to Everyone:
based on your experience, what will you do differently if you were to start all over again.

11:47:56 From Vincent M. Cefaratti to Everyone:
Awesome Thank you, very well said!

11:53:04 From Andre Jenkins to Everyone:
Thank you for an excellent presentation (and book)! As a relatively new CISO, I enjoyed your insights.

11:53:38 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
We appreciate your feedback! As we continue with Q&A, please take note of our brief session evaluation and fill it out before leaving the online room today:
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6721271/web2203

11:57:06 From John Virden, Miami University to Everyone:
Great site. Is this higher education focused?

11:57:26 From Brian Kelly (EDUCAUSE) to Everyone:
@John - yes

11:57:36 From Ed Moses to Everyone:
Thanks for all the great info - all the best

11:57:39 From John Virden, Miami University to Everyone:
Thank you!

11:57:52 From Matthew Linzer to Everyone:
Thank you Helen and EDUCAUSE: Brian, Veronica, and Jody, appreciate everything EDUCAUSE does for us.

11:58:12 From Sherry Pesino-Masakowski to Everyone:
This looks great! Thank you for the wonderful resource.

11:58:20 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Advance Your Career with opportunities from EDUCAUSE:
https://www.educause.edu/careers/advance-your-career-educause

11:58:41 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Cybersecurity and Privacy Professionals Conference, May 3-5 in Baltimore:
https://events.educause.edu/educause-institute/new-it-managers-program/2022/cybersecurity-professionals

11:58:53 From Helen Patton to Everyone:
I'll be in Baltimore - hope to see you there

11:59:27 From Veronica Diaz, EDUCAUSE to Everyone:
vdiaz@educause.edu

11:59:34 From Ryan - EDUCAUSE to Everyone:
rmactaggart@educause.edu

11:59:45 From Trevor L Chandler to Everyone:
This was simply fantabulous!!!!

11:59:55 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
Thank you for your participation! Before leaving, please don’t forget to fill out our evaluation: https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6721271/web2203

11:59:58 From Susan Weier to Everyone:
This was great. Thank you!

12:00:00 From Ashley Valentijn to Everyone:
Thank you!
12:00:04 From Emily.Harris to Everyone:
   Thank you!
12:00:06 From Jody Tracy, EDUCAUSE (she/her) to Everyone:
   Recordings and resources from this session will be available on the EDUCAUSE event archive page:
   https://events.educause.edu/webinar/2022/navigating-a-cybersecurity-career
12:00:06 From Trevor L Chandler to Everyone:
   Helen, you were AWESOME!!!
12:00:07 From Veronica Diaz, EDUCAUSE to Everyone:
   Thanks everyone!!
12:00:08 From Farah Alqattan to Everyone:
   so wonderful! thank you hosts <3
12:00:10 From Irene Taylor to Everyone:
   thank you
12:00:10 From Stephen Lau to Everyone:
   Great session, thanks!
12:00:11 From Thomas Lamontanaro to Everyone:
   Thank you everyone
12:00:14 From Kenneth Gray to Everyone:
   Thank you!
12:00:27 From Trevor L Chandler to Everyone:
   Thanks for making a recording available.
12:00:28 From Katie CAMPBELL to Everyone:
   Thank you everyone
12:00:34 From Ken Connelly to Everyone:
   well done, all!